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Local News
 

From the desk of the     
crossroads guard 
 
Attention all citizens and travellers, 
Please be on the look out for strange        
and unknown men as there has been a        
increase in horse and cattle thievery      
through out the northwest region of the       
township. No descriptions of the suspects      
are available as of yet but be advised        
that they seem to be very stealthy and        
possibly seasoned veterans of this type      
of crime. Be aware, stay safe and arrive        
alive. 
 
Knoll Attacks on the Rise 
By Korra Stonebrooke 
 
Knolls have been attacking the town of       
Ilveresh lately in small bands. It is       
thought that these are just scouting      
parties for a larger group. They come in  

small groups, usually no more than      
three, and will attack    
other small groups of    
humans on the trails. 
 

They do not seem to     
be particularly  
different than normal   
knolls aside from one    

distinguishing feature: they have an     
ankh in mud on their chest. No reports        
have been made as to what this mark        
might signify. The knolls are likely from       
the same pack, or several packs are       
starting to forum an alliance. In any       
case, keep an eye ready for these       
dangerous canine-looking humanoids. If    
possible, inform the authorities if they      
are spotted and the Ilveresh Town      
Guard will track them back to the       
remainder of the pack. 

Fight or Blight 
 
A certain kind of necromancer has      
recently been plaguing nearby towns.     
Instead of raising humans, this     
necromancer is raising plants. It has      
been refereed to as a blight druid or        
blight necromancer. 
 
The blight druid can be especially      
dangerous. The trees it raises are very       
strong and difficult to kill. Some of the        
other plants, like rose bushes, will      
approach wildly, waving its branches.     
The rose bushes are not hearty, but be        
warned: all of the plants that the blight        
necromancer raises will explode in a      
cloud of disease once defeated. This has       
been known to kill several people      
already. 
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The first blight necromancer that was      
apprehended and sentenced to death was      
a young women. Several Ilveresh     
residents, including Lord Fenric of     
House Chaos and local druid Basil of       
House Bein Amar. The necromancer     
was cornered in the ruins of Tribeland       
and dispatched. The Baroness Kaliara     
Bastille ordered the execution 
 
.Necromancy of any kind is illegal and       
subject to a punishment of death. If you        
see a blight necromancer or a tree or        
bush walking, be sure to contact local       
authorities immediately. 
 
Missing Children: Be on the     
lookout 
 

Children of all ages seem to be going        
missing from the towns surrounding the      
ruins of the city of Tarn. Oddly enough        
along with the missing children seem to       
be an overwhelming number of missing      
roofing. Perhaps those responsible are     
also taking these sections of roofs, but       
for what reason remains unknown.     
Some people have reported seeing     
apparitions in the night. Others swear      
that they have heard the sound of bells.        
If its bells than Gypsies must be       
responsible for these missing children, I      
am not saying that all Gypsies are  

bad… but those who would steal bits       
of roof tops… and well children… We       
must put a stop to this.  
 
Asking for help in this matter from the        
good people of the area. 
 
Please if you have any information      
either about the missing roof bits or the        
children please share this information. 
My mothers best shall is also missing       
but it could be unrelated. 
 
Oh and on a final note… it seems many         
people are also reporting parts of their       
tea sets are missing. This is no       
laughing matter and causes much     
concern.  
 
Please help!! 
Isabel  
 
Strange digging 

By Bert of Crossroads 
 
Na’ I don’ know if people have jus’ lost         
their belongin’s or what, mayhap they be       
preparin’ heaps of body holes fer lots o’        
dead folk, but I hav’ been seein’ lots o’         
people diggin’ holes in da fields an’ wood        
nearin’ da swamps and dat den o’       
dafters, Ilveresh. No clue wat might      
have dem diggin’, but it mus’ be wort’ it. 
 

Trouble on the High road 
By John Drover 
 
These troubled times breed troubled 
people. Recent reports from travelers 
near Allowen have mustered talk of 
banditry along the high road. No single 
group has been identified, nor have any 
specific locations been sighted as the 
source of the danger. There has even been 
a report of a court sage, Magister 
Cormichael, meeting a tragic end on the 
road south of Allowen. With danger 
threatening even the most travelled of 
roads, all who travel should travel with 
company and protection. If protection 
cannot be afforded, stay to the safety of 
towns and off the roads. 
 
Jack-o-lanterns 
 

Carved pumpkins and radishes are     
commonly used to dispel evil, especially      
as All Hallows grows near. For some       
reason, undead find the carved images      
particularly ghastly! They may fear the      
flickering light or the hollow faces and       
shapes. Just be careful, because     
jack-o-lanterns don't always work. If     
an undead is extremely strong or      
intelligent, they may be able to overcome       
their nature of fear of carved gourds.  
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Whittling Hobgoblins 
 
A hobgoblin stronghold has been found      
near Ilveresh. In lieu of attacking the       
parasite infested hole due to low      
attendance, those remaining in two split      
into two groups to the hobgoblins. 
 
One of the groups, lacking a sufficient       
healer, was able to take out several  

waves of hobgoblin scouts, but could not       
take the camp. The second group was       
able to take one of the camps. 
 
The hobgoblins seemed to be trained in       
Tomarian tactics. It is possible that      
some of the Tomarians that recently      
invaded Novashan and tried to take      
Brenn were able to escape and perhaps       
find refuge in the hobgoblin camps. 

Because there seemed to be more scouts       
outside the camps than soldiers inside, it       
is possible that these hobgoblins are      
raiding nearby or planning an attack. 
 
Be aware that hobgoblins are much      
larger and stronger than normal     
goblins. Don’t be caught unaware, their      
tactics are deadly. 

 
Novashan News

 

The Hunstman 
 
I've been tracking him down for about a        
month now, his gruesome clues are      
things of nightmares, bodies carved with      
symbols ... He's taken three already; a       
Cooper, a Draper and now a Banker. I        
have no clue who is next. All I am         
certain of is that the families who have        
built these lands for generations are in       
danger. My only hope is to stop this        
man before he claims another. His is a        
magic I have not seen before,killing his       
victims internally from afar. He tried to       
frame me once, I'm certain he will try        
again. The wicked man is fast, however I        
am no stranger to the hunt and I will         
catch him. 
-Radvyen 
10214416141015871619261622 
 
 

A Woodland Surprise 
 
 
Does anyone recall the recent storm      
that made even the large old trees bend        
and throw branches like javelins? I      
certainly do. We took refuge in the       
elder's house, pulled tight the shutters,      
and huddled around the hearth while she       
told a story of heavy winds and rain        
when she was young. It was shortly       
after that when two green-skinned     
children were found near a wolf-pit and       
brought to our farmstead. Aside from the       
odd hue and pallor, the children are       
relatively normal for human children of      
their apparent age. It is my guess that        
neither of them are more than a dozen        
summers old. The pair have enough of a        
resemblance to one another that they      
could be close relatives, more than likely       
brother and sister. 

I have been able to speak briefly with        
the trapper-fellow that found them. He      
told us that he was checking his traps        
and resetting the ones that had been       
tripped and disabled by the storm. He       
was just about to return home when he        
heard leaves rustling. Then he spotted a       
red-breasted robin fly away from the      
fallen leaves that had been covering      
their bodies. The unusual clothing they      
were wearing and their completely green      
skin made them appear almost like a       
patch of vegetables, at first. He said he        
then thought that they could be the       
remains of dead orcs, so he hoped they        
may have something of value on them,       
but as he got close enough to get a         
better view he realized that they were       
much too small. Noticing that they drew       
shallow breaths, he knew they were still       
alive. He wrapped them in  
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his cloak and placed them in his travois        
and took them to the nearest settlement. 
 
Agatha, the elder has offered to care for        
the children and is fiercely protective of       
them despite her failing senses. She      
seems to enjoy shooing away ruffians      
and curious onlookers with her broom      
and other assorted domestic tools. At      
dawn, I awoke to the sound of the        
youths mumbling in a strange language      
of an origin that I could not even begin         
to guess. I assume they were having bad        
dreams and attempted to comfort them.      
The elder has made attempts to feed       
them broth but to no avail as of yet.         
She says they may have the fever and        
she was able to get each of them to 

swallow some cool water, but they are       
obviously in pain. We have concerns for       
their survival so she bade me write for        
help. They have yet to awaken and it        
has been two days since they arrived, as        
of this writing. 
 
Their complexion making them look     
somewhat "orcish" is bad enough, it      
seems whatever disease if afflicting them      
is causing severe stomach pains and they       
are having trouble breathing. We have      
little to offer in way of compensation,       
but please if anyone can help or has any         
ideas as to the whereabouts of the       
parents of these children, let us know. 

Messages can be left at the Oasis in        
Crossroads. 
-Delfred Carver 
 
A Watchful Warning 
 

Be weary of the night, travelers. In       
these frosty moonlit evenings, when the      
veil between this world and the next       
grows thin, the things that men fear       
most come crawling from the dust. Steel       
will not harm these beings, only silver       
and magic will dispel the monsters that       
climb up from the ground. Zombies,      
mummies, ghouls, and ghosts are coming      
to make their master your next victim. 

 
From Our Readers

 
Symbolism of the spider: Life spirit and       
weaver of destiny 
 

 
Just like the   
spider weaves  
her 
beautifully 
engineered 

web, this spirit animal fosters the      
integration of all parts and aspects of       
your life into a whole. When the spider        
shows up in your life, this spirit animal        
could guide you to integrate some piece  

of your personal “puzzle” and gain a       
more coherent perspective on your life. 
 
The spider is a spirit animal whose       
purpose is to inspire you to gain       
perspective on an issue or project you       
contemplate taking on. Feel free to      
explore the many facets of the problem       
you are facing in order to find the        
appropriate solution. The power of this      
animal encourages you to count on your       
ability to view things from multiple      
angles and weave mental and intuitive      
flexibility into your daily thinking. 

I hear told in years past that carved up         
gourds were a way to keep out all evil         
on all hallows….. but with the magics       
going wonky willy a year back some       
things have been put to opposite… I       
don’t know whether or not I should       
carve a frown or a smile into my gourds..         
or if I should carve any at all… I hear          
this weird thing about carving out      
turnips… should I place a severed head       
on the gate post? Well not a real        
head… Please help out a concerned      
farmer. 
~Thank you Farmer Fred 
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The harvest has been rather well for       
apple this year, they are extra tasty! 

 
~See Granny.  
 
Where has all the spider silk gone?       
Spider milk is even harder to come by.        
What is the world coming to when you        
cannot go to market and get a gallon of         
spider milk or a bolt of the silk. 
 
~Concerned seamstress 
 
 
Where can I wander and wonder? 
Where can I see and be seen? 
Where can I go and not go? 
The way that all roads seem to lead? 
Ilversh the land of my dreams 
Ilversh the land of my nightmares 
Of good and misdeeds  
 
 
Help I am stuck in a box and I can’t          
get out!!!!! 

~Crazy Harold  
 
 
I am the buzzard, waiting on death       
below 
I am the hovering vulture, I am the        
carrion crow 
I am the maggot, last of all to be fed 
for I crawl and sup within 
The rotting bones of the dead 

Can you figure out this     
HALLOWEEN code? What you do     
next is given in the code. 
  
OAAAMLEYSOHPSJZEPQWW
XVLNQCNEYEHLFZ 
 
-Vig 
 
A Place Between 
 

A world beyond our world? How could      
this even be? Sure there are the other        
planes... those different realms of     
existence… that we know… but what      
if I told you that we are not alone         
beyond this existence.. that there are      
other things in other worlds that go       
bump in the night? There are worlds       
that do not know of Lord Aracon’s       
might, or of the wonder that is Baroness        
Kali. These worlds exist I tell you. I        
have seen them with my own eyes. My        
guts wrenched when I traveled there. I       
was scared I’d never make it make to see         
the land of my birth, the land of my         
soul, the land where my magic is from.        
This other world, it seems to change you.        
Things I knew for truth…. They were       
no more… the magic I could not call it         
forth from my being… I could not see        
beyond… or hear the call of the trees… 
They call this place a place between       
places…. I dare not write its name for  

fear that I will somehow fall into it        
again. How I came home I am not sure,         
but glad I am to be back. But I  
caution you great adventures be careful      
of the things that go bump in the night,         
dark places, bright places all places.      
You never know when the world shall       
choose to open and swallow you up       
whole. If nothing remains there is no       
coming back. Beware… beware… 
B. Ware,  from Crossroads 
 
Fourth Escape 
 

Did I ever tell you about my fourth        
escape attempt?” Marlin asked Derrick     
in the fighter’s new private quarters      
upstairs in the tavern. An ornate chair       
sat at the head of a thick oaken table, at          
least Marlin thought it was oak. He       
wasn’t into tree innards. He left that to        
the elves. 
 
“I don’t think so,” Derrick answered,      
tapping into his personal supply of wine       
that he kept in the room. Gesturing for        
Marlin to take a seat he poured them        
both a glass. Marlin sipped it. Slightly       
dry, but a great bouquet, he drank a bit         
more. 
 
“Well, they had us on the island outside        
the prison practicing basic magic. They      
were trying to assess if we should be put         
on some kind of work  
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detail. Mages on a work detail, the       
warden had to be out of his mind.” He  
took another sip. “The idea was that we        
couldn’t do much damage to the sparse       
grass there.” Marlin helped himself to      
some of the fruit present. Having been       
hungry before, he didn’t pass up a free        
meal. His fairy dragon familiar     
grumbled in his head about stealing      
from friends but Marlin shot back that       
his friend wouldn’t mind. 
 
“So, Marlin, what happened?” Derrick     
asked as he sliced some pale cheese to        
share. 
 
“Simple. When my turn came, I used ice        
magic and made a fine, narrow stretch of        
it.” Marlin tasted it; the cheese      
complimented the new vintage well. He      
wished he could have more, but Puck his        
fairy dragon was mentally begrudging     
him the wine and the cheese since he had         
to wait outside and couldn’t share. 
 
“I don’t get your punch line, Marlin.” 
 
“No? All I had to do was get a running          
start and I slid almost all the way        
across the lake! By the time the guards        
even thought to chase me, the ice melted        
and dunked them while I climbed to       
safety.” 
 
Derrick laughed. “I knew I kept you  

around for a reason, Marlin. We should       
do this more often.” 
 
After a lot of cold nights on the road         
alone, worried that every person he met       
would turn him in, it was nice to finally         
have a friend again. “I’d like that,”       
Marlin said as he finished his wine. 
 
-A. Carina Barry 
 
GHOSTS 
 
I am almost afraid of the wind out        
there.  
The dead leaves skip on the porches bare, 
 The windows clatter and whine. 
 I sit here in the quiet house. low-lit.  
With the clock that ticks and the books        
that stand.  
Wise and silent, on every hand. 
I am almost afraid; though I know the         

night  
Lets no ghosts walk in the warm       
lamplight. 
Yet ghosts there are; and they blow,        

they blow, 
Out in the wind and the scattering        

snow.-  
When I open the windows and go to        
bed,  
Will the ghosts come In and stand at        
my head? 

Last night I dreamed they came back       
again.  
I heard them talking; I saw them plain. 
They hugged me and held me and loved         

me; spoke 
 Of happy doings and friendly folk.  
They seemed to have journeyed a week       
away,  
but now they were ready and glad to        
stay. 
 
But, oh, if they came on the wind        
to-night  
Could I bear their faces, their garments       
white 
Blown in the dark around my lonely        

bed? 
 Oh, could I forgive them for being dead?
I am almost afraid of the wind. My         

shame!  
That I would not be glad if my dear         
ones came!  
-Fannie Stearns Davis 
 
A vision it came to me, like looking at         
one’s own reflection in a lake or pond.        
All Hallows is fast approaching and I       
see myself standing in front of a mirror        
on high trail in Ilversh and I was able         
to see reflected in this mirror the unseen        
and be better prepared for the night       
ahead. This vision I choose to share       
with you, take it for what you will. I         
know I for one shall travel with a        
mirror on my person wherever I may  
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go during All Hallows. No spooks to       
creep up behind me if I walk looking        
into a mirror. 
A. Shaman. 
 
Ghosts 
by Fred the Vermilion 
 

As All Hallows Eve approaches I am       
reminded of an occurrence a few years      
past that left me chilled to the bone and         
why I find myself safely resting in the        
best inn I can find and no longer        
wander the road in these harvest nights.       
By now, dear reader, I have probably       
whetted your curiosity a small bit; after       
all, you must be asking “what could       
rattle the great Fred the Vermilion”.      
Well I shall tell you.  
 
I was traveling in the western provinces       
of Novashan, along the Western     
Mountains, far from any form of true       
civilization, simply to see if the stories       
I had heard, stating that there was no        
sight more glorious then the moment the       
sun dipped below the horizon and settled       
above the waters of the western shore. I        
had been told that from the mountain       
peaks the sun looked like it could simply        
be touched and shone brighter than a       
fresh minted golden crown. As I climbed       
through peak and vale I could imagine       
the poetry that I would pen and the        
adulation that would be sure to follow.  

As night began to settle on the eve of         
my third day in the Western      
Mountains, at a time when I began to        
look for a good place to set my camp, I          
saw a stone gate built among the       
nearby mountains. I could tell the gates       
had been well built and were very solid,        
but they were not of Dwarven craft, as I         
would has suspected. These gates hand      
been formed by human hands, of that I        
was quite sure. Upon closer inspection, I       
saw carved into the gates an ornate lion.        
The gates opened just then and three       
men came out to greet me. 
 
All three looked like fit, well-muscled      
men that had an air of dangerous       
serenity about them. They introduced     
themselves as Brother Kenneth,    
Brother Wynn, and Brother Nevus and      
welcomed me to the sanctuary of the       
Order of the Golden Lion.  
 
The citadel was a flurry of activity as        
knights’ drilled squires and arms men.      
In some places a knight would be deep        
in conversations about morality,    
righteousness, and the role of duty. A       
smithy ran constantly as armor and      
weapons where being crafted and young      
men taught not only how to make a        
weapon but why. A small farm grew a        
plethora of vegetables and livestock. I      
had seen strongholds like this before but       
this place was different. The people  

who worked were also members of the  
Order.  
 
I was invited as a guest, asked of all         
the current news and affairs of the       
worlds and given food and hospitality      
that rivaled some of the better      
establishments in Nardmyrr. My hosts     
were polite and made me feel at home        
and explained to me their tenants;      
Obligation, Duty, Honor and how they      
applied to each person. In no way did I         
feel that they were trying to change my        
beliefs, they just simply shared theirs. 
 
I forgot about the sunsets, I forgot       
about my long road, I forgot about the        
world and simply joined the Order, got       
my hands dirty with raising sheep and       
chickens. It was as if I had finally        
found the peace my soul had sought,       
since the deaths of so many of the Free         
Companions. I was never really sure      
how long I was there. 
 
But apparently all good things come to       
an end. One morning I woke and felt a         
chill on my body. I rose from bed to find          
myself asleep on the cold ground, my       
bedroll my only warmth. I found myself       
in the center of ruins. No one was about,         
there was no thriving community; the      
only thing around be were crumbled      
buildings, the stone worn with time. The       
gates no longer stood proud, but were       
collapsed and broken.  
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Everything I had experienced; the people,      
the conversations, were gone. Had it      
been a dream? Had my imagination      
taken hold? Or was it something more? 
 
I did not stay to answer this mystery; I         
left the Western Mountains as fast as       
I could, the sunset forgotten. Though I       
love to explore the strange, this was       
different. I know I had spent time with        
the Order of the Golden Lion, but no        
proof existed, save a long decayed ruins       
of what I believe was once their citadel.        
Now, when All Hallows approaches, I      
remember my ghost story and make sure       
I sleep somewhere that I know is real. 
 
"Are You Feeling Hungry? 
by The Grand Sage 

 
It is approaching harvest season so      
many a large meal is being prepared.       
Nearing the All Hallow's Festival the      
veil between worlds in thin and spirits       
roam more freely, you should watch      
what you eat. 
 
There exists a spirit of corruption called       
the Wendigo. It preys on people who       
have eaten the flesh of sentient beings.       
Usually those people are the lost and       
deserted and forced to resort to      
cannibalism. But Often during the fall      
and winter, Orc Fingers and other body  

parts are used as meat. These practices       
attract this spirit and can lead to one        
becoming possessed. 
When one is possessed they lose all       
reason and are filled with insatiable      
hunger. this hunger drives them to eat       
the flesh of their fellow man. So,       
basically, it will make you attack your       
friends and try to eat them. 
Don't eat monsters and creatures that      
can talk. Don't become possessed and try       
to eat your friends. The only cure to        
possession is death. " 
 
Candle in the Wood 
Cheft the Minstral 

 
When autumn’s wind blows darkness in 
And you find yourself dancing with the       
woodland kin 
Take care you don’t stumble into a       
different wood 
That is a shadowy reflection of where       
you stood 
But should you be there in that dark        
place 
Where there is nowhere to hide save for        
one safe space 
The hut in the woods will be your only         
friend 
Stay outside the hut and it will be your         
end 
And when your are cast in that darkest        
night 
A candle will be your only light 

When you fight a Hydra     
(Take a Bard along)  
by Rav'n Swordsinger 

 
~Chorus~ 
You got to take a Bard a long, take a          
Bard along 
When you die in battle…who’s gonna      
sing your song? 
You got to take a Bard along, take a         
Bard along 
When you fight a Hydra…? Take a       
Bard along 
Come listen to a tale about a dreadful        
beast 
On Hero after Hero this dreadful beast       
did feast 
Then came the day this beast did lay 
Secure within its lair 
Its fate was sealed for its last meal 
A Bony Old Gray Mare 
~Chorus~ 
King Lucky led the charge with Faithful       
Yeoman Hutch 
Sir Locksley and Sir Hunter, their      
Mighty Swords did Clutch 
Chardack’s Magic Hammer turned the     
ground around bright Red 
But Squire Eldrid saved the day, by       
grappling with its head 
(All 50 of them) 
~Chorus~ 
Before the fight was over, the Beast       
would have its day 
For every head they slaughtered, two  
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more entered the fray! 
And when the battle finished and      
conquered beast lay still 
Dame Shaz SCREAMED… then    
gave a shout… 
The Treasure chest was filled 
~Chorus~ 
~Chorus~ 
 
 
Goblin’s Revenge 
By Mistress Candace Lester 

  
Our bog is dead 
Bog is dead 
Stupid longshanks 
With stupid head. 
  
Our food is gone 
Food is gone 
No more frogs 
No more swan. 
  
Our belly has hunger 
Belly has hunger 
EAT THE LONGSHANKS 
Better when younger. 
 

Recipe: 
1 plump longshank (younger ones are      
more tender, and have less fat) 
 
1 long stick 
 
1 large cauldron 
 
5 gallons bog water (if you can find it) 
 
Gather your tribe around, and build a       
middle size bonfire. Spit the longshank,      
and hang over fire for half the day. If         
you have captured more than one      
longshank it is best to tie the others up,         
and let them watch this. They will taste        
better when you cook them the next day.        
When the sun is high in the sky take         
your longshank off the spit. Gather the       
tribe about the cauldron, and pour in the        
bog water. Build a fire that is big, big         
so the bones will be left. Once the        
longshank has been added, the tribe      
should dance around the cauldron,     
singing; 
 
Longshanks, longshanks 
In our stew. 
Longshanks, longshanks 
Now we eat you. 
  
This should continue until the sun      
almost goes away. Remove the cauldron      
from the fire, and serve. Remember save       
the bones, we need new tents! 

Your cards for the Festival of All       
Hallows are as follows: 
The Page of Wands, reversed The Three 
of Cups The Three of Coins, reversed 
This reading shows a gossipy person in 
the midst of a celebration. This 
celebrator has a tendency to be a bit 
scattered and flighty, but jubilant 
nonetheless. 
With the reversed Three of Coins on the 
horizon, the Page may be feeling 
overqualified for their position and is 
celebrating the easy road ahead. 
Temper your rashness Page of Wands, 
the road may look easy now but can 
change at a moments notice. Do not let 
the apparent ease of your position allow 
you to become lazy and unaware. 
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Help Wanted
 

LAND FOR THOSE 
WILLING TO FIGHT 
 
The Arban is looking to award land to 
those willing to fight in the Light 
Infantry Forward Army for Five Years. 
 
All abled bodied Men, Elves, Dwarves, 
Half-Ogres, and legal half breeds will 
be enlisted into the Arban Light  

Infantry Forward Army upon 
application at any Arban outpost.  
Applicants will be measured by the 
merits of soldiery. Completion of a term 
of service entitles a soldier to two acres 
of land. All arms and food provided.  
 
General Lord Protector Bear Temur, 
High Marshall of Ashan 
 
Mstislav Vladmirovich, Ilvaresh Post 
Commander 

Classified! 
Do you want to learn? Do you have 
something to teach? 
Come have Tea Time with Symon! All 
are invited to attend. midday on Sunday 
after the All Hallow's festival in the 
town of Ilvaresh., Come and have your 
inquiries answered, your fortunes told. 
Tips appreciated 

 
OOC News

 

The GM is looking to update the 
monster book. Old Game Masters and 
Theme Marshals, please send in 
monster stats to the current GM, Matt 
Tatosky, at gm@kanar.org 

 
Kanar t-shirts are now available for 
purchase! Your purchase will help fund 
this Winter Feast. White shirts are 
available for $20, but if you would like 
to bring your own shirt to get printed, 
it's only $10! But we can print more 
than shirts. Sweatshirts, hoodies, 
pillowcases! All you have to do is bring 
it in clean and we'll print it! Please 
contact Jen (Baroness Kali) in advance 
to get your shirt printed. Help support 
Winter Feast! 

If you would like to submit articles to 
the Mystic Quill, please send them to 
quill@kanar.org Every article helps keep 
all our players informed! 

 
Quartermaster Announcements 
A list of requested items for donation 
has been posted on the Book of Faces 
group. 
If you hadn’t heard QM can reward 
players with 100 XP per person per year. 
You can receive XP through donation 
items, attending work days, or odd jobs 
that will be discussed at a later point. 
XP is awarded on a ½ scale of the items 
worth. If you donate $100 worth of 
materials you will receive 50 XP 
however if the item requires work to be 
brought up to standard or use, XP will  

be deducted from the total to reflect the 
time and material needed to repair or 
alter the donation. 
If you are interested in earning XP, but 
are unable to donate $ or materials 
there will be other events and project 
that will have an XP reward that will 
be discussed in the future. 
If you have made a donation your 
information has been submitted to the 
CBD. 
Work on the Make-Up and Garb Look 
Book has begun along with itemizing 
each piece of garb and props. When 
checking out items please check to see if 
it has an item number, if so write it 
down in the correct area. 
A special thank you to everyone who has 
attended our work days, and to the QM 
staff 
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